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‘A thorough process analysis
is like holding up a mirror to a
company.’
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We are pleased to present the seventh i.deeds
Magazine, in which we hope to be able to again
provide you with much useful information and new
insights.
In the inner-city of Bruges we visited one of our loyal
customers of ten years: White-Yellow Cross. The
specialist in home care took on a pioneering role in
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digitising its core task. General Director Ann Pollentier
and Informatics Director Nico Vandenbroucke explain
how they were at the forefront of creating electronic

i.nterview
White-Yellow Cross West
Flanders: pioneer in IT-supported
home care

care files in Belgium, how this made a world of
difference to patients as well as staff and how i.deeds
helped them achieve their goals.
Investing in knowledge and talent is part of the
i.deeds-strategy. You can find out which training
courses our employees are attending and how we
enable young potentials to gain experience and how
we support them. We also discuss the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), the new European
legislation on the protection of personal data, and let
IBM explain how you can tame the data dragon.
We hope you enjoy this issue.
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Taming the data dragon

IBM Analytics

How to take data from anywhere, govern it
everywhere and create value for everyone
Data has changed
Digital transformation of business has seen data volumes grow
at an exponential rate. According to IDC, for every person on
the planet, 1.7MB of data is created each second. Expansion
of connectivity, provisioning of services into digital and mobile
platforms, enablement of user-generated content within
customer relationships – all are driving a relentless growth of the
data points which an organisation needs to bring under control
in order to process, manage, analyse and decision across this
new environment.
Data volume growth alone is not new – it has been a perpetual
feature of data management for decades. What makes the
current era of big data more challenging is the increased variety
of these sources. Internally generated data has expanded from
conventional structured data on products, customers, sales and
transactions to include notes created by customer-facing staff
to texts and messages sent by customers, through to images
and videos created within brand platforms both internally
and externally, via the constant clickstream from every digital
touchpoint.
New business intelligence and predictive analytics practices,
such as the arrival of data science teams, are further expanding
the range of data sets which needs to be discovered and

analysed. Recognising the value of external data, IBM recently
acquired The Weather Company – which operates the fourth
most-used mobile app in the US – and is making its data
accessible via the IBM Cloud. IBM partnerships with geodata
provider Mapbox and consumer-data broker Acxiom mean
these curated third-party data sets are now readily integrated
with first-party customer data within IBM solutions.

75%

By 2019, it is predicted that
75% of analytics solutions
will incorporate ten or more
exogenous data sources
from second-party partners
or third-party providers
(source: Gartner)

Businesses are now generating more data than ever – and
also consuming it at a greater rate in order to make effective
decisions and deliver real-time customer support. For data
management processes and technologies, that means
significant changes to ensure these new demands are met.

continued on page 04 >>
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A new kind of data infrastructure
Data warehouses are a well-established, stable and mature
environment in which organisations can store business-critical
data, ranging from transactions and financial information
through to customer records, interactions and demographics.
Whether created at an enterprise level or within each operating
division, the data warehouse feeds core business processes,
supports reporting and analytics, and allows the organisation to
understand its current position via the different views created for
each department.
This data infrastructure is not optimised for real-time, highvolume, unstructured data flows, however. Provisioning new
data sources – especially third parties – can require a long
lead time. Similarly, supporting data science, which typically
involves the discovery and analysis of large data volumes in
an exploratory way, can be too disruptive to the enterprise
data warehouse which is optimised to support repeatable,
continuous, well-defined business processes.
As a result, a new approach to data infrastructure has arisen
which makes use of distributed storage and cloud-based or
commodity hardware computing solutions, often running opensource applications. One of the appeals of these solutions,
especially for data scientists, is the ability to create them for
time-limited or purpose-constrained projects and then shut
them down once that purpose has been realised.
A downside of these solutions is the risk of becoming
“shadow IT” operations – technology projects sitting outside
of the enterprise framework, including its controls, governance
and oversight. The ability to analyse combined structured
and unstructured data to build the value-driving insights or to
operationalise models which are created in this experimental
environment can also be limited.

0.5%

80% of all data created is
stored by enterprises, but
only 0.5% is being analysed
(source: MIT)

To resolve this, a new kind of data architecture is needed that
blends the best of these two environments, preserving existing
legacy systems while expanding the data footprint which can
be accessed. Called a data lake, it accepts data flows from any
source and brings them into a common platform for use. Data is
stored in its raw, unrefined state and located, processed, refined
and extracted as required.
IBM has progressed this a step further by cataloguing and
classifying data on its way into the data lake, ensuring data is
governed both while it is stored and at the point of use.
This delivers important benefits to IT and data scientists since it
allows for agility in responding to project needs, while keeping
costs down, maintaining the resilience of business-critical data
provisioning and preventing ungoverned data environments
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and usage from springing up. The result is a trusted data
asset (open, monitored, maintained) rather than a data swamp
(unbounded and unpredictable).

Business-use cases
Every business will have its own reasons for creating a data
lake, reflecting its market position, technology adoption,
maturity level and resources. A number of common drivers can
be identified across deployments as follows:
Mobile apps – providing services and supporting transactions
to customers via mobile devices challenges traditional data
infrastructure, which is designed for batch processing rather
than real-time decisioning and validation. With a data lake,
contextual information (such as device ID and location) can be
combined with structured data (account number, password)
to drive mobile app-based services in a way that is secure,
resilient, reliable and replicable.

80%

Data scientists typically
spend up to 80% of their
time and effort on data
preparation (source:
Forrester Research)

Predictive analytics – decision-making based on propensity
models, such as next best action or product recommendations,
need to blend customer-specific data (purchasing history,
preferences) with broader context (purchasing situation, product
availability) and even external reference data
(weather, holiday calendar) to deliver personalised, relevant
communications with a high degree of accuracy.
Fraud detection – cyber-criminals increasingly use valid
customer credentials to access and take over accounts, gain
entry into business systems or extract valuable, confidential
information. The new generation of fraud detection not only
checks these credentials against any reported theft or loss,
but examines social and digital data which might reveal an
inconsistent or unusual dimension, such as access via an
unknown IP address or foreign location. Achieving this in real
time across the broadest possible data set, ideally from within a
governed environment, increases the likelihood of spotting fraud
and reduces false positives.
Data enhancement – in addition to the view of the customer
generated by the business across all of its interactions
and transactions, there is an advantage to be gained from
introducing external data sources that give a perspective on
the customer across their entire portfolio. Provisioning the data
lake with these sources allows for dynamic changes both to
the data and the sources themselves. IBM has acquired The
Weather Channel and partnered with a number of third-party
data owners, such as Mapbox and Acxiom, to pre-integrate
validated and curated information into analytical and decisioning
environments like the data lake.
Data science – new insights into customer behaviour,
marketing opportunities, product features and service

propositions increasingly arise from examining the largest
possible data set, blending internal data with curated external
sources, to spot significant patterns. If this data has been
pre-assembled, catalogued and governed, the time required to
discover and assemble it prior to exploration – which can take
up to 80% of data scientists’ time – is reduced and time-tovalue is improved.
Data monetisation – an important new dimension of
expanded data availability, especially for marketing, is realising
additional value both through better customer engagement as
a result of increased relevancy and also the potential to resell
either the enhanced data, derived variables or targeted media
opportunities.

Overcoming the obstacles
Data lakes can be transformational, enabling new processes
and value-driving activities. At the same time, they can also be
disruptive to existing practices since the technology associated
with data lakes is still immature. In some functions, which view
themselves as the owners of specific data types, there can be
a reluctance to pool that data in order to create a bigger, more
holistic resource. Top-level executive support is essential to
create the mandate for dissolving these data silos.

$600bn

Data quality problems cost
US businesses $600 billion
annually (source: Data
Warehousing Institute)

Governance needs to be applied to the data lake to ensure
it becomes a trusted data source, rather than a formless
landing area in which data is stored without consideration
of its validity, value or shelf life (the rate at which it decays or
changes and therefore its lifespan). A cross-functional team with
representatives from lines of business, legal and compliance,
IT and analytics can ensure future problems are avoided by
drawing up sustainable policies and data definitions.
Agreeing these definitions and deploying them through a
metadata management layer maintains the consistency and
usability of data added to the data lake over time. At first,
this process can highlight significant differences across the
enterprise, such as how a customer or sale is defined, what
units are used to record stock levels, address or telephone
number formatting, and so on. IBM supports this process via an
information governance solution which brings consistent rules
and controls to bear across all sources within the data lake.
An important feature of this approach is the ability to ensure
that the same standards and controls operate in both the core
enterprise data warehouse and the expanded data lake,
and also to govern across on-premises and cloud-based
systems.
Access controls and monitoring also need to be applied to
ensure there is visibility over the usage of this newly enhanced
data asset. It can be tempting for some practitioners to

overreach their permitted access, such as data scientists
wishing to use full personal data sets when masked,
pseudonymised data is perfectly adequate. Ensuring oversight
in this way also helps the organisation to meet its compliance
obligations.

Enjoying the benefits
Taming the data dragon should lead to significant benefits
across the enterprise, from improved productivity to increased
effectiveness in sales and marketing. Given the potential scale
and complexity of a data lake project, it is important to ensure
metrics are applied in as many areas as possible to capture the
full picture of this return on investment. Benefits to look out for
include:
Reduced data warehousing costs – within a data lake,
many of the non-core data elements currently stored in the data
warehouse can be offloaded to lower-cost distributed storage.

$65m

A 10% increase in data
accessibility will result
in more than $65 million
of additional net income
for a typical Fortune 1000
company
(source: Baseline)

Reduced systems integration costs – rogue IT projects
often mask the true cost of external consultants as these are
being paid for from within departmental budgets, rather than the
central IT budget.
Lower demand for external analytics consultancy –
provisioning data science teams with data and technology
resources can eliminate the reliance on external experts to
provide insights and predictive analytics.
Higher productivity from analytics teams – a typical
experience with a data lake is for accelerated output of
models and insight, in turn driving better marketing and sales
performance.
Fewer data quality costs – from duplicate records to
undeliverable addresses, poor data quality carries hidden costs
that the data lake should remove.
© Copyright IBM Corporation 2016

Keeping informed with i.deeds:
info session on data lakes
i.deeds will be pleased to tell you how data lakes can be an
added value to your company or organisation. For this purpose,
we are organising an info session in February 2017.
Interested? Register via www.ideeds.be. We will let you
know the precise date and venue.
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White-Yellow Cross West Flanders:
pioneer in IT-supported home care
White-Yellow Cross West Flanders provides high-quality, patient-friendly home care and has
been developing its IT support infrastructure for twenty years. This is bearing fruit. Chief
Executive Officer Ann Pollentier and IT Director Nico Vandenbroucke have led their
organisation into the 21st century with a clear strategy and with strong IT support. They explain
their views on the value of information technology and tell us about their ambitions for the future
and their collaboration with i.deeds.
Walking into the office of Chief Executive Officer Ann Pollentier in
the headquarters of the White-Yellow Cross West Flanders in the
historic city centre of Bruges, we are met with a strange sight. There
is a bed in the centre of the large room. The Chief Executive Officer
herself is currently confined to a sick bed, with a persistent foot injury.
‘I am qualified by experience’, she laughs. ‘I am not quite as mobile
at present, but that does not stop me doing my work and taking my
responsibilities.’ This is characteristic of the way Ann Pollentier has
led the West Flanders White-Yellow Cross association over more than
twenty years.
Can you describe the activities of the White-Yellow Cross in
West Flanders?
Ann Pollentier: The White-Yellow Cross in West Flanders is a legally
independent home care organisation and part of an umbrella federation.
We want to enable patients to receive proper care in their familiar home
environment for as long as possible. We do that by offering individually
tailored total care. We organise accessible, high-quality home care with
dignity, as well as supporting services such as a care contact centre
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and personal alarms, working in collaboration with other partners in the
care sector.
How many employees does your organisation have?
Ann Pollentier: We have 1,600 employees in all, including 1,300
nurses working from or in 30 bases throughout the province. Each
month they provide care for an average of 16,000 patients. They deliver
a total of nine million care activities every year.
Those are impressive figures. How do you maintain an overview?
Ann Pollentier: When I arrived twenty years ago, I did a lot of
pioneering work. I addressed the whole structure of the White-Yellow
Cross, partly by dividing up our territory into streets or street segments
and allocating specific nurses to each one. At that time Nico and I also
laid the foundations for an integrated IT system.
IT must be very important for your organisation.
Nico Vandenbroucke: In the past our home care nurses had to
complete paper forms. These had to be processed here at the head

office. That took a whole day, so when the nurses were on the road
they actually always had outdated information and constantly had to
call each other to make adjustments. Since 2011 everything has been
done in real time, thanks to the electronic nursing record (EVD). Each of
our home care nurses has a tablet. He or she can enter all the important
information and save it, and also make the data available to colleagues
treating the same patient.
Ann Pollentier: Perfect internal communication is absolutely necessary.
A nurse must be able to provide his colleagues with correct information
about a patient in real time. This can be done much more quickly
and efficiently thanks to the electronic nursing record and the tablets.
In short: the electronic nursing record allows our care personnel to
concentrate more on the quality of care and keep the time spent on
administrative work down to a minimum. In the past they had to confirm
every care service and the information had to be entered again here at
the head office before we could send out bills. Now that intermediate
step is eliminated and the details are billed directly to the mutual health
insurer or other institution such as an industrial accident insurer. Since
the nurses are able to check what was done the previous day before
starting on their round, they are better prepared for their round.
Since IT is such an important part of the way we work, the department
is also represented on our Board of Directors. I argued for this at the
time because the IT department has to be completely aware of the
needs of our employees and the opportunities that arise. They must
also be able to offer feedback directly and propose alternatives if
applicable to support the organisation. That is not common practice in
many businesses and organisations, but the approach has borne fruit
for us.

‘Information technology will never
replace the nurse, but it can deliver
tremendous added value
in total care.’
Ann Pollentier

You have eliminated an intermediate step. Were you able to
deploy the administrative staff elsewhere?
Ann Pollentier: They are now supporting our core businesses and
our nurses via the departmental assistance cell. Every regional office
has a cell like this. They have become a kind of intermediary between
patients and nurses. For example, if one of our home care nurses is
unable to get to a patient in time, which can happen if the previous
patient’s care takes longer than expected, the nurse reports this via the
tablet. Someone from the departmental assistance cell then informs the
patients who still need to be seen and reassures them. That takes away
a lot of the uncertainty for the patients.
Change within an organisation often meets with resistance. What
was and is the feeling of care workers towards the electronic
nursing record?
Ann Pollentier: I was afraid there would be some resistance, but in
the end it all went extremely smoothly. Moreover, the much-needed
improvement in internal communications also resulted in a balanced
approach to care.

continued on page 08 >>
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Nico Vandenbroucke: Of course there was a learning period for
home care nurses, but other than that the electronic nursing record has
brought nothing but benefits. If there were any problems, these have
been mainly related to the hardware.
Ann Pollentier: Our home care nurses quickly became attached
to their tablets. When we noticed that the devices were displaying
some teething problems, I wanted to call them in for updates, but our
employees were not keen to let go of them. That was just about the
greatest resistance we encountered. (laughs)
What measures do you take in the area of privacy? After all, you
are dealing with very sensitive information.
Ann Pollentier: Privacy certainly is extremely important. That is why
all vital data are very well protected with individual user names and
passwords. A patient’s electronic nursing record can only be consulted
by the nurse(s) treating that patient, and now also by the doctors
treating the patient and by their family care giver. In any case patients
have to give their consent for their data to be used.
Nico Vandenbroucke: We are also assisted by a safety consultant
who works independently of the IT department.
So the Electronic Nursing Record is a successful intervention.
Will this form of IT support continue to be extended in future?
Nico Vandenbroucke: Software and hardware do of course have a
specific lifetime. We are now in the second phase, and we are hoping to
complete this by next summer. We are doing this through a consultative
process. We spent about four months looking carefully at every
aspect with a team of home care nurses and experts, asking users
for questions and suggestions and processed all this information to
create a new concept. “My White-Yellow Cross” (Mijn WGK) went live in
mid-October. It is an online platform that allows doctors - and patients
themselves - to consult the patients’ data.
Ann Pollentier: Home care nurses are not isolated care providers. In
order to provide care they often have to consult very closely with other
partners involved in care such as GPs and hospitals. In the past, we
always had to call the doctors, which sometimes meant interrupting
their consultations. It is much more convenient for the GP to view that
information after his surgery hours at the time that suits him or her
best. That allows him or her to monitor the care being provided in a
well-structured, efficient way. In a subsequent step, hospitals will also
be able to consult “My White-Yellow Cross”. That does not, of course,
replace personal contacts.
You are an independent body within a federation. Are your
projects shared with the other provincial White-Yellow Cross
associations?
Ann Pollentier: Yes. We see the added value that these projects can
provide, so we share our experiences and know-how. We are not in
competition with each other. We work in a decentralised way because
we feel that care should be provided as close to the patient as possible.
Since recently the White-Yellow Cross has also provided a care
contact centre. What exactly does that involve?
Ann Pollentier: The care contact centre is much more than just an
emergency switchboard. It is a different approach, addressing people
who may or may not be receiving home care but need a form of support
in one way or another. We are also involved in prevention, after-care
and guidance, and we use a comprehensive intake approach. We want
to know what the risks are for a client or patient so that the person
who receives a call knows who to call on. For instance, if a person
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‘We are not looking for a monopoly, but we do owe it
to ourselves to adopt a pioneering role.’
Ann Pollentier
has already had a stroke, there is a risk of a further stroke, so a rapid
reaction from the correct care providers is very important, in this case
the mobile emergency service (MUG).
We want to provide digital support for the care that we provide. When
a patient goes for a walk and suddenly cannot remember where he or
she is or needs help urgently, we can detect his or her location via the
mobile contact centre and organise assistance. In future we also want
to monitor certain parameters from the contact centre, so that we can

support the patient in everyday life, only for paramedical aspects of
course. We do not pretend to be doctors or make diagnoses, but we
can support people. That could mean monitoring their diabetes levels or
checking whether patients have taken their medication.
That all sounds very progressive.
Ann Pollentier: It is indeed, for Flanders. Although it is striking just how
far behind other countries we have fallen here in Belgium. Scotland,
Ireland, the Netherlands and the Scandinavian countries are a long

continued on page 10 >>
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way ahead of us. Of course we do have ambitions that go beyond
information technology. We see it as part of a larger whole. It will never
replace the nurse, but it can offer tremendous added value in total care.
So what is that ambition?
Ann Pollentier: To use our knowledge and expertise to make a
difference for increasingly ageing patients with multiple problems who
prefer to receive care at home for as long as possible. We can do this
through our own discipline of home care, but also by making referrals
to other partners in care and through excellent collaboration with those
partners. That is a superb challenge for the future. Nevertheless, you
have to stick to what you do best and we cannot do everything. We are
not looking for a monopoly, but we do owe it to ourselves to adopt a
pioneering role.
Ten years ago you approached i.deeds to set up your data
warehouse and for the change in reporting needs. How did that
collaboration work out?
Nico Vandenbroucke: Information technology is very important to
us because it supports our entire system and all our processes. We
also need to maintain a good overview of how those processes are
operating. You only know what you measure, so we store a lot of data
so that we can look at what is working well and what is not. In 2007
we set up our audit process. It now includes between two and three
hundred indicators, based on a range of parameters including carerelated and financial aspects, some of them global in nature and others
at a more detailed level. To do this we needed a data warehouse and
the reporting behind it. Now, ten years later, this has evolved along with
our organisation. All the information from the electronic nursing record is
also available in the data warehouse.
The collaboration with i.deeds is going well. We work together in
different ways, and it is always very efficient: sometimes project-based,
as with the data warehouse, but also ad hoc. A lot of work is done at
i.deeds on the preparations for a project. That also avoids arguments
and the need for adjustments later on.
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‘We worked together closely
with i.deeds in setting up our data
warehouse, which also contains all the
data from the electronic nursing record.’
Nico Vandenbroucke

i.deeds and White-Yellow Cross West Flanders:
taking good care of IT
White-Yellow Cross West Flanders has been relying on the
expertise of i.deeds for almost ten years. They have cooperated
closely to update the reporting environment and to set up and
extend a data warehouse.
Nico Vandenbroucke
IT Director

Report
In 2007, White-Yellow Cross West Flanders found that it had different reporting requirements, so it called on i.deeds
to modernise their existing reporting environment. White-Yellow Cross West Flanders was working with three different
technologies. The aim was that all reporting would be done via a single platform.
After a detailed preliminary study of the various business
intelligence tools and analysis of the reports by i.deeds, it
was decided to use SSRS (Microsoft SQL Server Reporting
Services) for reporting, combined with specific tools that
would generate reports in Excel and Word. The result: a
single environment with a single administrative system.
The users of the new platform were polled in detail before
it was implemented to ascertain what they needed from
the new reporting environment. When it went live, i.deeds
trained the report authors at White-Yellow Cross West
Flanders. As a result, all employees were able to start off on
the right track.

1. Knowing the
patients’ needs
in their
environment

5. Communication
policy to
support the
strategic policy

4. Achieving
Total Care

2. Adapting
the range of
care to defined
quality
requirements

3. Sufficiently
competent and
committed
employees

Data warehouse and cubes
In parallel with the modernisation of the reporting environment, i.deeds set up a data warehouse that integrated the
available data on patients, employees and doctors. At the request of IT director Nico Vandenbroucke, the existing
cubes were reworked and new cubes were developed to provide summaries comprising the care provided, billing,
salaries, timetables, contacts and the vehicle fleet.
In 2010 the new reporting environment and the data warehouse were both complete. In 2012 an upgrade was
carried out in preparation for go-live of the electronic nursing record (EVD). Since then the reporting system and data
warehouse have been continuously maintained and expanded, in parallel with the needs of White-Yellow Cross West
Flanders.
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The new privacy legislation: prepare
now and be ready for the changes
On 25 May 2018 the new European legislation on the protection and processing of personal data
will definitively come into force. The date may seem a long way off, but as an organisation or
business it is better to be prepared for the changes that the new law will involve. i.deeds is happy
to set you on the right track.
The protection and processing of personal data has been high on
the political agenda within the EU for many years now. The existing
regulations were no longer adequate, partly due to differences in
implementation and interpretation between the member states and
partly due to the appearance of new technologies and applications
driving the digital revolution. Examples include the many uses of the
cloud and social media. At the same time it is important to be aware of
current affairs: there are reports in the media almost every day about the
hacking of sensitive private data.

General Data Protection Regulation

and the company in question (both in the role of ‘processor’ and in the
role of ‘controller’). It is the duty of the DPO to advise the company and
inform it about the implementation of the new regulations, while at the
same time ensuring that these are complied with. This new job can
be done either by an internal employee or by an external consultant.
Another new feature of the GDPR is the obligation for the company to
inform the supervisory authority within 72 hours if a data leak occurs, for
example if passwords are leaked.

Large fines
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Also new is the fact that many of the new rules are
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Procedure
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having a privacy strategy that is compliant with the GDPR should
wishes to process personal data. Instead, he has to keep records
not be underestimated.
of his activities and must be able to demonstrate privacy compliance
when asked to do so. Compulsory registration is being replaced by
Let i.deeds advise you
compulsory documentation.
The development of the new regulations is being monitored closely by
i.deeds, which took action immediately. Under the heading of ‘Privacy
Concretely this means that a lot of organisations that work with personal
for Design’ we have already started taking into account the new privacy
data have to keep all reports on the processes that have taken place
legislation and the changed rules for processing of personal data when
and must be able to demonstrate that these are compliant with the
developing new applications and projects. To do this we are using
amended privacy law. In many cases the explicit (and verifiable) consent
‘Privacy Enhancing Technologies’ (PETS), technological methods such
of the data subjects is needed to process the information that is kept
as authentication and encryption that can aid compliance with the new
about them, and the rules for processing of that data must be strictly
privacy rules. Help and advice for your company or organisation is
complied with: for example the data subjects have a right to view their
available from i.deeds in this area.
data; they must be able to amend or delete that data (‘the right to be
forgotten’) and may ask for their data to be transferred to a different
controller (‘portability’). Some of these rights already existed but will be
Keeping informed with i.deeds:
adapted and/or extended in the GDPR, while others are completely
GDPR info session
new.

New: the Data Protection Officer

To comply with the regulations, some organisations will need to appoint
a Data Protection Officer (DPO). The provisions on this compulsory
appointment may undergo further refinement by the member states,
but in a number of cases (e.g. for hospitals and public authorities),
appointment of the data protection officer will be compulsory.
The DPO will act as a contact person between the supervisory authority
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i.deeds is able to provide comprehensive information about the
new privacy legislation and the possible implications for your
business or organisation. For this purpose, we are organising
an info session in February 2017.
Interested? Register via www.ideeds.be.
We will let you know the precise date and venue.

i.events

i.deeds keeps its knowledge up-to-date
Thanks to an extensive offer in training courses, i.deeds keeps its finger on the pulse of the most
recent developments. This is part of our strategy to continuously invest in the expertise of our
employees. Only in this way is i.deeds able to give its customers correct and up-to-date advice to
enable them to take the right decisions.

On 21 September, an intensive training day took place in the
MeetingBoxes of Kortrijk Xpo. All i.deeds employees were updated by
IBM on the current status of Data Lake, Dataworks, Cognos Analytics,
Watson Analytics, Cloud Data Services/PDA/dashDB/Hadoop and
Information Governance.

Our young potentials follow courses from Cevora on Business Process
Management, Project Management, Efficient Communication and a
Customer Focused Approach, Big Data and Hadoop.

For our experienced employees and the juniors/young potentials joining
the i.deeds team in September, Qlik organised an on-site boot camp
focussing on four core classes in five days: ‘creating visualisations’
(front-end & design training), ‘data modelling’ (scripting and loading data
in a Qlik Sense App), ‘system administrator’ and ‘data architect’ (setting
up a Qlik Sense Server and clustering).
i.deeds employees were present at the Microsoft SQL Server Days.
The event focused on the release of SQL Server 2016. Extensive
In-Memory technology and transparent hybrid cloud solutions as
part of ‘Stretch Databases’ extend possibilities for on-premise OLTP
databases. With the new Always Encrypted feature, your data is
protected even more efficiently. SQL Server 2016 also offers more
opportunities for Big Data and provides a built-in support for PolyBase.
A Microsoft-update with regard to Cloud, Big Data, Data BI,
Internet of Things, Machine Learning and Power BI around the theme
‘Data driven innovation’ is planned for December and will teach our
employees more about how data has a direct impact on business
processes.

At the IBM Hybrid Cloud Briefing seminar, we looked in more detail at
new applications for cloud computing (user-facing apps).
i.deeds employees also attended
workshops and training sessions
organised by IT Works on “Big
Data Technology for IoT, Data
Lakes, Data Science and BI”
(around buzz words such as
MapReduce, Spark, NoSQL,
NewSQL, Analytics, etc.),
specific training sessions on
“the Logical Data Warehouse”
(architecture, design and
technology to bring together
classical data warehouses
with big data, streaming data,
data lakes, internet of things,
etc.) and “Business Analysis
techniques”.

Thanks to these workshops, training
sessions, webinars, cases, e-learnings
and internal training sessions, our business
analytics consultants and .Net-developers are
able to apply innovative business insights and
up-to-date IT in their projects for
our customers.
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Who and what
is i.deeds?
i.deeds is a dedicated team which specialises in business intelligence projects, business process
management, support for selection processes, assistance with the implementation of new IT
applications and the creation of customised solutions.
Our company name ‘i.deeds’ highlights our decisiveness, our commitment and our dynamic,
personal approach.
Efficient applications to record information, support your business processes or provide you with
actionable insights distilled out of the massive amounts of available data are indispensable. It
is therefore of crucial importance to your business to choose the best way to computerise and
automate. i.deeds can help you with this process by providing advice in each of the following
domains.

BUSINESS ANALYTICS
Our experienced employees analyse relevant data from all your departments and shape them
into knowledge, valuable information and useful insights. In concrete terms: we convert all your
data into clear dashboards and reports. In this way we turn your software applications into smart
management tools which provide you with a clear insight into your organisation. The key to
success is a sound, secure, robust and efficient data warehouse.

BUSINESS PROCESSES
Every successful IT project starts from the business needs of the organisation. These are
expressed most clearly during the mapping of the business processes. Describing the processes
also allows people to better understand them, whilst it becomes clear where the strengths and
weaknesses of your organisation lie.

IT CHOICES
Our team of experts will help you decide on an appropriate IT application using a structured
selection process. Based on a detailed scope analysis and discussions with management and
key users, we draw up specifications (‘as-is’ & ‘to-be’ analysis), call for tenders, go from longlist
to shortlist, provide case demos, and then finally we make a selection and negotiate. We take
you through the entire selection process to the partner who offers you the solution that best fits
your objectives, ambitions and budget.

REALISATIONS
If a standard package does not give you what you need, our consultants can provide you with
a customised solution. Each realisation within the framework of the i.deeds approach takes
place according to an iterative process, each time going through the phases of analysis, design,
development, test, documentation and delivery, while the application is developed systematically.
This methodology, combined with a framework developed in-house, results in a sustainable
solution customised to your organisation.

How does i.deeds do this?
i.deeds tackles various projects. We usually
start with a scope analysis to provide a
clear understanding of the objectives and
demarcate the scope of the project. On the
basis of this scope, you can make choices
and divide the total project into phases.

What can you expect
from i.deeds?
• an approach grounded in your business
• independent advice
• a focus on BI projects, business process
management and selection process
support
• a direct, no-nonsense approach
• a long-term commitment with a strong
focus on added value for your business or
business unit

Looking for a standard IT package? i.deeds offers you 100% independent advice.
i.deeds always acts independently when choosing a suitable IT application for its customers. During the selection process we receive detailed
offers from package providers/partners. Subsequently, a shortlist (a selection of partners from the longlist) provides us with a thorough, practical
and up-to-date insight into the solutions offered based on the (business) case demos of these partners. Our IT choices are therefore not solely
supported by the practical knowledge of our employees developing the projects. We also have very detailed, up-to-date knowledge of what
the package suppliers here and abroad have on offer. So even if you are only looking for a new CRM, ERP, MES, WMS or financial
package, i.deeds can provide you with 100% independent advice.

Would you like to find out how i.deeds can help you? Please contact Lionel Vanpoucke,
Managing Director of i.deeds nv, at lionel.vanpoucke@ideeds.be or +32 56 650 100.
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Family Beach Day 2016:
a fun family day at the beach
Every year i.deeds organises a relaxing family fun day at the beach to
refresh our team spirit by enjoying activities together.

activities was available, including rafting, SUP, giant SUP, wave surfing,
power kites and land sailing.

On Saturday 10 September all our employees and their partners,
children and grandchildren gathered in Oostduinkerke, where they spent
an enjoyable day in and around the Sycod beach and water sports club.
It was a laidback day with warm sunshine, and a wide range of sports

All these sports activities made for a healthy appetite, so that evening
a high-class barbecue was provided, with a chance to catch up after
another very successful family day.

i.short
Five new ‘young potentials’ at i.deeds
i.deeds is glad to offer opportunities to talented young employees.
From September to February, five ‘young potentials’ are following
internal training courses that offer them the possibility to become
BI or .NET specialists.
Until February, these five employees are following thorough training
courses within i.deeds. Besides acquiring general knowledge on
i.deeds, project management and communication with customers, it
also includes sessions focused on specific subjects and disciplines.
Three of them have decided they would like to focus on the world of
business intelligence whilst the other two are choosing a career in
.NET development. During their training they are closely monitored and
supported by senior i.deeds employees, happy to share their knowledge
with the young potentials.

‘The clear training
structure and friendly
atmosphere make it a
pleasant and fascinating
course.’

Marjolein

‘At i.deeds you are given the
opportunity to develop
yourself independently as
well as in a team to become a
fully-fledged BI specialist.’

‘The intensive training at i.deeds provides the perfect
combination of IT, business and soft skills so that I can
further evolve as a starting software developer.’

Kevin

BI training course
The young potentials will follow a general course on big data, data lakes
and data warehouses and are brought up-to-date on the newest trends.
They will also gain some practical knowledge about products such as
IBM Cognos, Qlik, Tableau and Microsoft Power BI.
.NET training course
The young talents will be informed about the various types of back-end
databases and gradually learn the C# programming language. They also
study front-end development (for desktop and web) and learn how to
deal with frameworks. At the same time, attention is paid to the several
development patterns: in various small projects and one large 14-day
project they learn to develop adequate, testable code after which
they will build a data warehouse from scratch (setting up and filling a
database, and drawing up reports).

Jeroen

‘Thanks to the expert
guidance and extensive
training I am given the
opportunity to fully
develop my potential as
a BI consultant.’

Niels

‘With a good mix of
training and practical
cases, i.deeds offers
me the opportunity to
become a BI
consultant.’

Pieter

The five new young potentials at i.deeds (from left to right):
Jeroen Daenekindt, Niels Decoene, Pieter Beyne, Kevin Van Lancker
and Marjolein Deschamps.
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